Every second counts in an emergency. Quick
decisions and swift actions are needed to
ensure everyone returns safely.

EMERGENCY SAFETY

The Focus FS Emergency Safety solution
allows key personnel to communicate in real

BE PREPARED TO RESPOND TO ANY INCIDENT

time with instant alerts, interactive digital
maps, and note and photo sharing. Oxygen
levels and equipment checks can be easily
tracked throughout a mission. Data is

B ENEFITS
Quickly notify and organize
emergency response teams

Streamline asset management
and security

for post-incident investigations, reporting,

User-friendly interface to quickly create

Schedule, conduct, and share inspections on

have the right training and certifications,

incident reports, notify key personnel, and

a mobile device. Scan and account for assets

and rescue equipment is ready for use.

allocate necessary equipment.

in real time. Automate crib check-ins/outs.

automatically collected and securely stored
and action management. Ensure personnel

Enable stronger decision-making and

All your maps and emergency
resources in one place

Simplify training administration
and certification tracking

Digital maps and other documents securely

User-friendly system to efficiently manage

stored for easy access. Collect and share

individual and team training, document

notes, photos and gas readings in real time.

certifications, and maintain compliance.

Conduct effective post-incident
reviews and investigations

Always be prepared for the
unexpected

Facilitate insightful investigations with

Organize your emergency response efforts

detailed incident data. Utilize strong

and ensure your team is trained and

analytics for proactive risk management.

prepared to respond to any incident.

Reduce costs associated with
safety issues and incidents

Ensure compliance and regulatory
requirements are being met

Prepare your team to take action to

Collect and analyze all the data and reports

proactively prepare and address risks to

you need to share with any regulatory

reduce fines, violations, and incidents.

bodies you interact with.

FOCUS FS PLATFORM
Emergency Safety is a solution on the Focus

TEAM SAFETY

FS cloud-based software platform. With
integrated data and functionality, you get

ASSET SAFETY

flexible solutions that perfectly fit the
needs of your organization.
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enhance critical responses with Focus FS.

